
Humans, Transhumans, Transformed Humans and the Indigenous. 
 
Yesterday (26-04-2013) on the way to my cousins home in Port Colborne I made a 
wrong turn in Fort Erie on the highway and found myself on a road that led inescapably 
to the US border.   I did not want to cross this border as I knew I was red flagged as I 
had not fully resolved my issues with the US Homeland Security /  Federal 
Government.  I did not want to enter the US.  I explained this fact to the officer at the 
entry point expecting him to direct me to the area where I could turn around and leave. 
(as I had done in the past) 
 
He would not allow me to do so.  He took my car keys and sent me to interrogation - 
where the red flags came up (Section 212 (a)(7)(A)(i)(I) Immigration and Naturalization 
Act - INA.  I had been charged with trying to enter the United States as an alien 
immigrant because they did not accept my airplane ticket to Mexico as sufficient proof 
that I was planning to leave the US.  I was therefore red flagged - also at the time I was 
carrying a 1"x1" cellophane bag with a picture of a marijuana leaf on it.  My file reads as 
I am told by the Director of Homeland Security John P. Wagner Executive Director  - I 
was carrying a "bag of Marijuana"  It has been two years and over $1000 in direct costs 
since I have had this problem created by Homeland Security. 
 
Currently, I am being asked to provide a resume indicating my employment and 
educational history, a Certified RCMP criminal record Report and Letters of reference 
from a professional (not related) such as a doctor, lawyer, bank manager which 
describes my relationship with the person, how long they have known me, their opinion 
with regard to my having a problem with alcohol /drug abuse and their knowledge of me 
having a history of harmful or violent behavior to myself, others, or property.   Once they 
have this information they will give me a in person assessment at $500 per hour.  Logic 
is dead. 
 
My accident last evening was a great learning experience.   I can plead being stupid for 
being caught on a road with no exit.   This became an adventure to visit my cousin 
keeping him waiting for me to bring his supper from his favorite restaurant in 
Toronto.  Suffice it to say I was not clear on the route to Port Colbourne and took a 
wrong left turn. - ending up at the US Border.   I told the officer of my mistake and that I 
had no intention of entering the US and that he could just show me how to exit.   He 
refused and put me into interrogation room for 2 1/2 hours and a very stress full 
situation.   Logic is Dead. 
 
As I stood waiting in the waiting room I learned a great deal.  I explained to the officer I 
was claiming my rights under UNDRIP (United Nations Declaration of Human Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples)  and that I was a message carrier under the protection of a number 
of traditional elders - I was wearing many totems representing these elders from 
Columbia, Peru, Mexico, Canada, and even Maya elders.    He asked if I had any 
written documents from them - I said no but I can access some in my computer 
indicating that I am under the protection of at least four on paper. 
 



All this was ignored, and upon inquiring of their knowledge of the relevance of UNDRIP 
- two officers admitted to have never heard of it - another said (I do not care to know 
about it) and a fourth took the time to look it up and he came back to me and said they 
were well within their rights in detaining me.    I asked him about my rights - and his 
response was that he walked away.   Minutes later the head of the Port authority came 
over and threatened me physically - to hand cuff me and put me in jail. This man was 
physically very threatening with flaming tattoos on both arms and a shaven head.  After 
our conversation he went on with his responsibilities and then proceeded to leave for 
the day.  He stared at me dead pan when he left his duty post, and I am reasonably 
certain he left instructions to delay me as long as possible.   I said clearly I wanted to 
leave the country and that I  had no intention or desire  of entering the United States..  
 
 I did note on the wall in their detention room  a document that explains the purpose and 
authority of the Border Guards - and nowhere does it say that they have either the 
authority or purpose to detain someone who does not want to enter their country.  I find 
this most strange and I am reporting it to the head of homeland security who has given 
me a letter previously saying that I am not prevented from entering the United States as 
long as my itinerary is clear.  I did not present this letter as it is in their files and I was 
not asked to present any information as they put me through the  2 1/2 hour wait.  This 
letter was not honored the very last time (in November last year) when I presented it 
when I was forced to abort a $300 flight (again) - and I had to fly to Montreal to fly direct 
to Mexico City at a $600 additional cost. 
 
Now this whole experience is interesting to me because I am currently writing an article 
entitled the Death of Logic.  This is a perfect example of the death of logic.   
 
The CRAFT eZine that I am writing this for is asking me to write on the theme of 
Transhumanism.  This response and letter is going to from the substance of said article. 
 
There are three forms of humans  (1)  the  original human being,(2) the trans-human 
and (3) trans-formed human.   The original humans are in all forms and shapes - some 
yellow, some black, some brown, some white, and even some red.  These formed over 
millenniums and depending upon your spiritual belief most traditions evolved into a 
variety of cultures and belief systems.   Many theories exist as to how each of the colors 
evolved according to the part of the world that they evolved in.  It is generally accepted 
that we are all related by genetics in some manner with a very slight distinction being 
noted as we have now come to understand genetic codes - the distinctions between the 
colors is rather insignificant in terms of general DNA.  We have had a number of 
distinctions according to how our cultures evolved.    
 
I postulate that with the passage of time we became rather distinct according to the 
cultures we formed.   These cultures all had perceptions of time and time was our 
measuring stick for which we established our rules of growth, ceremony, ritual and 
understandings and structured as our calendars.  .   The Maya for example developed 
their own calendar systems that has proved much more accurate than most of the other 
calendars around the world - and there are at least 5 such calendars with more being 



shared all the time.  Our connection to our planet is explained in our calendars and 
rituals.  The Hebrews have their own calendar and hold to it for over 5773  years ( as of 
2013). 
 
What we are noting is that the emerging Trans-human research tends to be 
concentrated in, and has evolved from being exposed to, the Western Julian Calendar 
where the natural cycles of the world were disjointed from the human being.   Few seem 
to notice the contradiction in the root of the ninth month being September (root 7), the 
Tenth month being October (root 8), the Eleventh Month being November (root 9) and 
the Twelfth  being December (root 10).   
 
Thus Transhumans will not have the connection with the embodied natural world and 
these persons  live their lives in a world that is best described as a 5 sense world with 
an illusory sixth sense (intuition).  Trans-humans have all accepted an entropic logic 
base that is dead today.  We have failed to notice that the breaking down of the Nation 
State Systems (as evidenced above through the actions of Border Guards), and a 
dysfunctional United Nations) and their health systems, their money systems, their 
military systems, their human care systems and their thinking/schooling systems are all 
inter related and broken - logic is dead..  They may comment that everything is inter-
connected - but as yet they have no mechanism to demonstrate that such is the case 
from a systems perspective. And they fail to acknowledge the very clear dysfunctional 
behaviors that are coming to the surface at this very time on our planet when the 
opposite is desperately needed.   
 
Trans-humans research by my definition may produce dysfunctional human beings that 
fail, and even are unable to, notice the mega crisis of multiple crises (environmental, 
military, Nation State, poverty, over population, death of the indigenous etc.) on our 
planet.  This may not be the common definition of the term - it is my definition of Trans-
human.  We are all Trans-human waiting to learn how to Transform ourselves. 
 
I postulate that the Trans-human can and will go through a shift in the future to become 
a Trans-formed-human.  This transformed human will have the following 
characteristics.   Logic will not be dead -  the logic base will be based on a 9 
dimensional reality that the Maya identify in their calendar systems - of course I don’t 
know a lot about their calendars however I see great logic in the ones I have 
explored.   As I understand them, the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects 
of the human condition are all explained within their calendars.   I see similarities 
between their thinking and measuring instruments as exist in Kabala teachings although 
I would be hard pressed to be more specific. 
 
What I have noticed is that the Maya have included four specific aspects of humanness 
into their patterning.  Temperature, balance, time and space all have individual 
preceptors that are included in their reality.  This clearly distinguishes their calendars 
from Julian based ones as we use in the West today.  Those of us that choose to ignore 
those preceptors are not experiencing life as fully as we might.  Add to that our 
perceptions of knowledge and memory then we are prepared to explore what the Maya 



call intuition.   
 
Further to these commonly held notions we will also filter our information through two 
additional thought processes.  One being - the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual 
aspects, and the second involving Economics, Ethics Energy and Health.   These 
qualities organized in the form of a Medicine Wheel that is represented as a fractal 
design that also uses the Ten Transformers ( a series of Ten Value laden questions) 
http://www.homeplanet.org/homeplanet/transfrm.htm 
to qualify our personal perspectives.    This is common core curricula at the Homeplanet 
Virtual University. 
 
We will then have the Transformed human  that is enabled to enjoy and fully 
experience  human emotions without damaging the psyche. .  There are ranges of 
emotions that are experienced, and with the right training we can control, or at least be 
aware of experiencing those emotions.  Each emotion can be controlled with a particular 
breathing technique.  And the Transformed-human becomes adept at both recognizing 
the emotion and the process of breathing that can best relieve the stress associated 
with the emotion.  Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)  offers another process to 
achieve this result and has other qualities added to their process while not having the 
same specific process to achieve the desired outcome. 
 
Our fully transformed human has learned of the next stage as well - which is the ability 
to have a soul experience.  Most, even atheists,  have little trouble accepting the 
existence of a soul - but do have difficulty at understanding soul experience 
as  something real connecting our physical and emotional selves to our god self, 
enlightened self,  - or our truth - or love - sometimes expressed as the "great mystery". 
 
The Transformed human will in my view, be more fully alive than the Trans-human.  The 
Trans-human is more of an automaton pretending to be human while the Transformed 
human is the enlightened human capable of experiencing his/her god/self and offers us 
all hope for survival. 

Here is a poem distilled from 44000 pages of information that were presented at a 
Conference in Chicago on the theme – Parliament of the World’s Religions 

Survival  

A community of all beings, interdependent, respectful  
Preserving Earth, the air, the water, and the soil  
Manifesting responsibility and individuality,  
Understanding that failure to do so has consequences  

Treating others as we wish to be treated  
Committed to respect, dignity, and individuality  
Developing an aptitude for forgiveness  
Learning from the past and renouncing hate  



Narrowing the differences for world community  
Humankind is our family  
Practicing kindness, generosity, serving others  
Honoring the children, the aged, the poor, the suffering  

Equal among equals, sexual and moral  
Putting behind us all forms of domination or abuse  
Commitment to non-violence, justice, and peace  
Achieving true social justice and economic order  

Speaking truthfully with compassion  
Moving beyond greed for power, money, and consumption  
The consciousness of individuals must change  
Before Earth can be changed  

Discipline the mind by meditation, prayer, or positive thought  
All are invited to share the experience of survival.  
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